Kingdom of Dreams
 Which is your dream? 
Let’s jump into the discovery of our talents, exploring new sounds, touching new
material, listening to new words, getting to know new girls and boys like you who
want to discover her own dream! In “Kingdom of Dreams” we’re going to discover more
about ourselves, learn how make our abilities become great tools for our projects. Either
you like painting, building, making experiments, getting lost in the nature, playing with
numbers, playing an instrument and dancing, doing yoga, drawing, acting.. Certainly
you will find your way to have LOADS of fun!
Our day will start with half-an-hour of stretching, different every day, to wake up our
bodies and prepare it for the day! We’ll have breakfast and prepare for the Circle of Love,
where we will sing, say how feel today and, who knows, read a story altogether.
Then, it will come the time for the chosen workshop, snack time, workshop and lunch. In
the afternoon we’ll propose games that encourage the team work, the self-confidence and
trust in the others. Then, there will be time to have a little shower..(just a little one,
because we’re going to get dirty again soon) and get ready for dinner. After dinner, lots
of surprises are awaiting us.. night of stars, talent shows, dances, sounds and night
tales.. and then going to sleep in our big camping tent. We need to rest, Tomorrow wll be
another amazing day!
Each one of us will always be free to decide how to partecipate at the activities: to be part
of them or simply being an observer. Always, we will respect the freedom and the
timing that each one of us needs.
Oh, we were about to forget. “Kingdom of Dreams” will be completely in English, as the
language that will unite all of us in this multi-cultural open-minded experience that will
make us become Citizens of the World
To understand how we teach, you can have a look to our facebook page,
https://www.facebook.com/sharinglearnings/
and
web
http://www.sharinglearnings.com/.
Little Friends from 4 to 13 years old, we’re going to wait for you, energetic and full of
sparkling bubbling at Agriturismo Al Capitellon for a week of explosive discoveries!

Alice, Ivan, Michelle

To complete the subscription at “Kingdom of Dreams” it is necessary to find the time to
talk with your child about dreams, interests, abilities, talents.. and to start discovering a
little.. to be able to choose the workshops that more can engage them. Read together the
description of the workshops, the activities that we’ll be doing and choose one. In the
subscription you will find the possibility to choose between one or two weeks, and next
to it a white box to write the workshop.
The Workshops are: Art, Nature, Aware Cooking, Music, Science/Construction.
The subscription will be downloadable here and need to be filled in, signed and re-sent
to sharinglearningsontheroad@gmail.com by the 31st of May, together with the full
payment of the amount to book you child’s place.

WHEN: 11-12-13-14-15
18-19-20-21-22 June
Arrival on Monday 8.30-9.00
Picking up on Friday 16.30-17.00

WHERE: Agriturismo Al Capitellon, Via
Capitellon, 1 – Scorzè (VE)

INFO&SUBSCRIPTION
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Alice +39 340
90 45Ivan,
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PRICE:

250 Euros per child per one
week.
450 Euros per child per two
weeks.
(nights, breakfasts, lunches,
dinners and snacks are included)

YOUR ADVENTURE
FELLOWS:
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